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Research opportunities for undergraduate students are strongly advantageous, but implementation at a large scale presents numerous challenges. The enormous diversity of the bacteriophage population and a supportive programmatic structure provide opportunities to engage early-career undergraduates in phage discovery, genomics, and genetics. The Science Education Alliance (SEA) is an inclusive Research-Education Community (iREC) providing centralized programmatic support for students and faculty without prior experience in virology at institutions from community colleges to research-active universities to participate in two course-based projects, SEA-PHAGES (SEA Phage Hunters Advancing Genomic and Evolutionary Science) and SEA-GENES (SEA Gene-function Exploration by a Network of Emerging Scientists). Since 2008, the SEA has supported more than 50,000 undergraduate researchers who have isolated more than 23,000 bacteriophages of which more than 4,500 are fully sequenced and annotated. Students have functionally characterized hundreds of phage genes, and the phage collection has fueled the therapeutic use of phages for treatment of Mycobacterium infections. Participation in the SEA promotes student persistence in science education, and its inclusivity promotes a more equitable scientific community.
INTRODUCTION

Scaling Access to Undergraduate Research

Participating in research and experiencing the thrill of scientific discovery can be formative experiences for an early-career scientist. Indeed, students who participate in research as undergraduates have been shown to earn higher course grades and have better mastery of scientific content and skills, and they are more likely to earn a degree in science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and medicine (STEMM) fields than their peers (1). The earlier the exposure to research, the better, with duration and depth of the research experience correlating with increased interest in STEMM careers (2). Undergraduate research experiences (UREs) help to integrate novice scientists into the culture and community of STEMM, exposing them to fundamental concepts such as collaboration and iteration, building their network, and fostering student confidence and belief that they too can be scientists (1). Importantly, the positive outcomes of undergraduate research participation are seen across many demographic groups (3–5), particularly for students who identify as persons excluded due to ethnicity or race (PEERs) (6). These demonstrated benefits have made the expansion of UREs a key aim of national efforts to improve student agency in STEMM education and build more equitable STEMM systems (1, 3). As the global community faces unprecedented challenges, growing a diverse STEMM workforce and fostering a healthy scientific ecosystem in which it can thrive are of the utmost importance.

An effective URE should align with the authentic, multifaceted experience of a professional scientist (1). Students working under the guidance of a mentor should build ownership over a project that seeks to address a scientific question of interest to the field and broader society. Through this experience, research students should gain mastery in specific techniques and exposure to fundamental processes such as experimental design, troubleshooting and replication, and communication of findings. UREs have been developed in many different forms to emphasize all or most of these aims, and they vary across many dimensions, including duration, mentorship format, and student expectations and outcomes (for a review, see 1) (Table 1).

Table 1  Features of undergraduate research experiences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mentor capacity</th>
<th>Apprentice-based research experience: research done in a faculty lab or as part of an internship</th>
<th>Course-based research experience: faculty-developed research embedded in course curricula at an institution</th>
<th>Inclusive Research-Education community: a network of institutions supported by a centralized infrastructure, implementing collaborative course-based research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available for only a selected subset of often later-career students</td>
<td>One mentor for many students</td>
<td>One mentor for many students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional access</td>
<td>Limited to institutions with investigator-driven research and necessary infrastructure</td>
<td>Limited to institutions with research infrastructure and often requiring significant faculty development</td>
<td>Accessible to institutions without extensive research infrastructure or investigator-driven research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Student access:
□: Barrier for student access.
☑: Condition for increased access.

6.2  Heller et al.
In the traditional apprentice-based model, a student conducts independent research under the guidance of an experienced investigator, exploring a scientific question that feeds into the larger aims of an ongoing research project while becoming socialized in the customs and processes of science. Apprenticeships can be especially beneficial for persons belonging to groups historically excluded from science, granting them access to senior and peer mentors who can support their development and persistence (7). A 2018 longitudinal study found that participation in mentored research, and the social integration it provided, was strongly predictive of increased persistence in STEMM for students who identify as Black, Indigenous, and Latine (5). However, large numbers of students do not have access to these experiences for two reasons. First, many students attend colleges where the necessary research infrastructure is not available. This includes community colleges, which enroll more than 40% of all undergraduate students in the United States and serve disproportionately high numbers of women, PEERs, first-generation students, low-income students, and students with disabilities (8, 9). Second, even at those institutions with active research programs, limited mentor capacity, outsized demands on faculty time, and the scarcity-driven funding landscape make undergraduate research apprenticeships highly competitive, favoring later-career students with prior research experience and disadvantaging students with competing demands (e.g., employment or family obligations) on their time outside of class (10).

Embedding research within STEMM courses can help to dismantle these barriers and scale access to research opportunities, enabling faculty to mentor more students during class hours. Note that throughout this text, we use the terms faculty and instructor broadly to include science educators of all ranks. With the right scientific project, course-based research experiences (CREs) can achieve all the critical components of an URE and can be situated early in the introductory lab experience, thereby serving as a gateway to additional research opportunities (10–12). A successful CRE is designed to advance equity so that it is accessible to novice researchers, requiring no previous lab experience or course prerequisites and employing a set of techniques that can be mastered easily by students over time (13). It should offer ample opportunities for discovery, teamwork, and problem-solving and go beyond inquiry-based learning to ask a question that directly contributes to a recognized scientific problem, with data deposited in public databases and findings communicated through presentations and publications (14). The science of CREs can also be scaffolded to provide multiple semesters of research experience. For example, in the Freshman Research Initiative (FRI) at the University of Texas, first-year students take a research methods course followed by two semesters of connected course-based research. Participation in the FRI was seen to increase and equalize STEMM retention rates across gender, race, and first-generation status (4). The FRI is one of several examples of course-based strategies that can be broadly impactful for students (4, 12, 15). Benefits for those teaching CREs have also been documented, with faculty reporting increases in their own sense of science identity and community and positive shifts in their relationships with students, noting more opportunities for mentorship and deeper scientific conversations than with traditional curricula (16, 17).

The Inclusive Research-Education Community Model
The CRE model has gained significant traction over the past decade or so, and there is ongoing discussion on how to best implement this model, practically and pedagogically, and how to fairly assess outcomes (1, 18). This has led to significant heterogeneity in format, content, and scale across different CREs (for examples, see https://serc.carleton.edu/curen). Barriers persist within this model too, with access largely restricted to better-resourced institutions with higher research capacity and faculty with pertinent research skills. Furthermore, individual faculty-developed CREs are often difficult to sustain in the face of fluctuating budgets, institutional
practices, and time constraints, and their scalability is typically constrained to only a small number of laboratory sections (19).

An inclusive Research-Education Community (iREC) builds on the CRE model to scale student involvement and promote broad inclusion in undergraduate research, including a greater diversity of institutions, faculty that may not have extensive expertise in the research topic, and effectively all students without any form of preselection (12). The iREC model achieves this by centralizing much of the programmatic administration, resources, and scientific direction (Figure 1). Individual institutions joining an iREC can thus provide course-based research opportunities to undergraduate students, adopting a common set of protocols to address core scientific questions, and iREC participation is not restricted to high–research activity universities (12, 15, 19, 20). Community colleges (two-year and four-year) and tribal colleges can advance research questions alongside research-active institutions within an interactive community (Table 1).

There are several notable examples of programs that follow an iREC structure, including the Tiny Earth network supported by scientists at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (21), the Genomics Education Partnership (GEP) supported by a centralized programmatic team at the University of Alabama and Washington University (22), and the Science Education Alliance (SEA) led by a partnership between staff and scientists from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI), the University of Pittsburgh, and James Madison University (12). In each of these, a centralized infrastructure supports key programmatic functions including curriculum and research tool development, onboarding and training of new faculty instructors, management and publication of scientific data, and sponsoring opportunities for community-building and scientific exchange. The centralized programmatic elements benefit from financial support, which can be considerable, but because relatively large numbers of students can participate, the cost per student can be minimal (12). Research opportunities are thus scalable on more campuses, and faculty have a scientific framework and technical support to sustain research with large numbers of their students, year after year. A survey of faculty participating in the GEP found that while institutional barriers such as high teaching loads and space restrictions were unavoidable, the centralized GEP program support and community were crucial for helping faculty stay on top of the evolving science and curriculum, troubleshoot the research, and ultimately sustain the CRE (19).

Not all research questions are equally suitable for the iREC structure. Ideally, the central research question of an iREC is one that does not require substantial prior knowledge or technical expertise and employs approaches that can be implemented by many students in parallel, thus enabling a systematic approach to larger scientific questions (13). Students at the more than 200 colleges and universities that participate in the GEP use bioinformatics to collectively annotate *Drosophila* genomes and learn more about the evolution and functions of eukaryotic genes (22). In Tiny Earth, undergraduate researchers worldwide participate in the hunt for new antibiotics against bacterial pathogens, with students collecting and analyzing thousands of environmental isolates to identify promising samples and compounds for further development (21). In the SEA, thousands of undergraduate scientists each year conduct research to collectively explore the remarkable diversity of the bacteriophage population, one of the most discovery-rich systems on our planet, and one with wide-reaching implications for ecology, biotechnology, and human health (23). The discovery and genomic characterization of the phage population is particularly well suited to the iREC structure.

**THE SEA IREC COMMUNITY**

The HHMI SEA, established in 2008, is an iREC composed of educators and scientists from colleges and universities across the United States who implement two accessible, collaborative
The SEA iREC. A centralized support structure (pink box and arrows) supports a growing community of faculty and students to implement a cohesive research program that progresses over multiple academic terms (green box). In the blue box, the bar graph represents the total number of each type of US institution (by Carnegie Classification) that have participated in the SEA since 2008, including associate's colleges and others (Assoc./Other); baccalaureate colleges (Bacc.); M1–M3, larger, medium, and smaller master's colleges and universities, respectively; and R1–R3, doctoral universities with highest, higher, and moderate research activity, respectively. The line graph shows the cumulative number of students that have participated in SEA research since 2008. Scientific exchange occurs at many levels of the iREC, with opportunities for faculty development and collaboration, scientific meetings, and continual refinement of the program science. Abbreviations: iREC, inclusive Research-Education Community; SEA, Science Education Alliance; SEA-GENES, SEA Gene-function Exploration by a Network of Emerging Scientists; SEA-PHAGES, SEA Phage Hunters Advancing Genomic and Evolutionary Science.
course-based research projects to build collections of valuable research outputs to drive outsized advances in phage biology and genomics. The SEA Phage Hunters Advancing Genomic and Evolutionary Science, or SEA-PHAGES, project was established in 2008 as an expansion of the earlier Phage Hunters Integrating Research and Education (PHIRE) program at the University of Pittsburgh (13, 14, 24). The principal aim of the PHIRE and SEA-PHAGES programs is to understand bacteriophage diversity, evolution, and origins through phage discovery and genomic analyses. In SEA-PHAGES, beginning undergraduates spend one year (two semesters) isolating novel bacteriophages from the local environment and conducting bioinformatic analyses to annotate a subset of the discovered genomes, ultimately depositing these annotations in GenBank (11, 12) (Figure 1). Since 2019, SEA students have had the opportunity to engage in a second year of research, participating in the SEA Gene-function Exploration by a Network of Emerging Scientists, or SEA-GENES, project to build phage gene libraries and systematically screen them for gene functions of interest in the bacterial host (25). The principal aim of SEA-GENES is to elucidate phage gene functions. In both projects, SEA researchers work in parallel, one phage at a time, one gene at a time, to collectively generate an archive with ~24,000 phages and a genomic data set that presents the opportunity to explore phage evolution and gene function with stunning resolution.

Living in a Phage World: A Discovery-Rich System for Course-Based Research

Phage biology offers the type of astronomical figures that can inspire awe in novice and seasoned scientists alike. It is estimated that there are roughly $10^{31}$ viral particles on our planet, with bacteriophages the dominant class, outnumbering their bacterial hosts by at least an order of magnitude and embroiling them in an estimated $10^{23}$ infections per second (26–28). These dynamic infections have enormous ecological impacts, churning through an estimated 20% of the microbial biomass in the ocean every day (29). Viral ecologists have found a diverse array of phages in every ecosystem, from geothermal vents at the bottom of the ocean to the mucosal surfaces of the human gut (30). These phages vary dramatically in their morphologies and genomic content. Single-stranded DNA marine microviruses encoding as few as four open reading frames have been described (31), while huge phages abundant in animal gut microbiomes have genomes of more than 200 kilobases and exhibit many unusual features such as use of alternative genetic codes and construction of complex nucleus-like structures to compartmentalize viral genome replication (32–34).

Phages have long been a rich source for uncovering the foundational principles of molecular biology and continue to yield discoveries that often upend our assumptions and inspire important technologies. Indeed, the past two decades have ushered in a new golden era for phage biology. The application of deep sequencing technologies has revealed a truly enormous reservoir of genetic diversity that defies traditional taxonomic classification (35), with pronounced sequence variation seen between phages that infect different and even the same bacterial hosts (30, 36). Metagenomic studies have generated incredible snapshots of viral genetic diversity within many different ecosystems, getting around the challenge of identifying and culturing the cognate host to describe the composition, abundance, and global distribution of phage populations (30, 37, 38).

Isolation and characterization of single phages remain powerful complements to these deep sequencing techniques, providing full genome assemblies, better resolution of genetic variation between related genomes, and the ability to experimentally interrogate the biology of the phage and its identified host (30, 39–41). Most phage genes that have been discovered encode hypothetical proteins of unknown function, and though recent advances in machine learning hold significant promise for bioinformatic prediction of protein structure and function, access to these phage-host systems is critical for the further characterization of complex phage-host interactions (36, 42). For instance, work in recent years has revealed a surprisingly diverse arsenal of...
defense systems in bacterial genomes, forming an ancient immune system deployed to thwart infection by phages and a slew of phage-encoded counter-defense systems; a complement of genomics and experimental methods have been critical in identifying these systems and in elucidating the complex details of their mechanisms (43, 44). Access to more characterized phages is also crucial as the community turns increasingly toward developing phage-based therapeutics for treatment of antibiotic-resistant infections (45), and efforts to create banks of diverse phages infecting a spectrum of bacterial human pathogens across the globe are gaining speed (46).

In the classroom, phage research incorporates the learning of foundational tenets of biology coupled with real-world relevance. With selection of appropriate bacterial hosts, the isolation and study of novel phages from the environment is an endeavor that is well-matched for beginning undergraduate researchers in the classroom (13). It involves technically approachable procedures that can be performed in parallel by many students and offers a reasonable promise of novel discovery for each student that participates. The sheer size and remarkable diversity of the phage population make it likely that a SEA student will find a virus or annotate a gene that has never been seen before, thereby fueling student interest and project ownership (14).

The iREC Structure: Supporting Faculty in Scaling High-Impact Research

The SEA advances equity and inclusion by intentionally investing in a centralized infrastructure and practices that enable early undergraduate students from all backgrounds and at all institution types to engage in phage discovery and genomic exploration (12, 15) (Figure 1). Since 2008, a total of 216 institutions have joined the SEA programs, and 175 remain active, although not all schools teach the course every year. In the 2022–2023 academic year, faculty from more than 140 different institutions led more than 6,000 undergraduates in research through the SEA-PHAGES and SEA-GENES projects. The SEA iREC also supports sustainable growth of the program: In total, since 2008 more than 50,000 undergraduates, most in their first or second year of college, from more than 200 institutions have conducted research in the SEA (Figure 1). Schools are very likely to participate in the SEA for multiple years, and the SEA typically welcomes faculty from about a dozen new two-year and four-year colleges and universities each year.

The SEA iREC helps promote cost efficiencies, with administrative costs supported through centralized and sustained investment by HHMI rather than depending on funding by individual institutions; these administrative expenditures are incurred largely independently of student number, and thus program growth yields a lower per-student cost (12). The SEA also negotiates reagent discounts and donations from commercial partners, reducing per-student research costs for schools such that they are equivalent to costs for traditional lab activities.

Each school that participates in the SEA essentially operates as an independent research group, with instructors mentoring teams of undergraduate researchers in the classroom in investigating common aims and gathering data using common techniques (12–14, 25). This consortium of SEA schools is supported by a collaborative team comprising HHMI program staff and scientists and research teams at the University of Pittsburgh and James Madison University. The support provided by this partnership encompasses scientific leadership, scientific and pedagogical exchange, community-building, and other administrative support. SEA program scientists establish, coordinate, and adapt the overarching research aims for SEA projects and develop and distribute the research reagents, protocols, and bioinformatic tools used by faculty and students across the program. Program staff also review, curate, and support dissemination of student-generated data in open-access databases and publications, ensuring that high-quality science continues to drive the program research (12).
Each year, the SEA trains instructors from new SEA member institutions on the foundational knowledge and research skills needed to implement these course-based research projects, prior to their first implementation. In the case of SEA-PHAGES, this occurs over two, week-long in-person faculty training workshops, whereas for the SEA-GENES project, faculty are trained virtually, working through research protocols at their home institutions and meeting with program staff each week over the course of several months. Beyond this training, SEA staff continue to provide all faculty with on-demand technical support, helping schools adapt and optimize the research for their institutional context and troubleshoot protocols or tools if issues arise. This in-depth scientific training and support eliminate the need for instructors to have prior expertise in the specific field of study, enabling faculty from a range of research backgrounds and current research activity statuses to participate.

Scientific Exchange in the SEA iREC

To promote scientific exchange within this community, the SEA offers programming for faculty and students to advance their scientific skills and forge cross-institutional relationships and collaborations. This involves the hosting of community meetings—for example the national SEA Symposium, an annual science meeting held virtually since 2021—to which all SEA faculty and students are invited to attend and have opportunities to present talks or posters on their research. It also includes the SEA faculty meeting series, with virtual meetings held monthly and one in-person gathering every summer, where faculty discuss topics related to their scientific and educational research and engage in cross-institutional collaborations. For instance, at the in-person SEA faculty meeting in June 2023, ~175 instructors gathered over four days at the HHMI campus in Chevy Chase, Maryland, for a mix of scientific research presentations, a faculty poster session, and skill-building workshops on AlphaFold (47), ChimeraX (48), and genomic data visualizations, as well as dedicated working time for writing collaborative scientific manuscripts. At past meetings, faculty have collaborated on comparative genomics studies of phages infecting specific host genera, producing reports coauthored by many faculty describing the diversity and relationships of these student-discovered phages (39, 41). Asynchronous interactions are also supported by the SEA, including multiple online forums for community discussions, resource sharing, and troubleshooting.

The SEA coordinates assessment and communication of student and faculty outcomes in the program, deploying the Persistence in the Sciences (PITS) survey to evaluate variables associated with student persistence (49), and facilitating community discussion and scholarship on best practices for teaching and learning in course-based research (16, 50). Altogether, the centralized structure of the SEA iREC sustains the coordinated collaboration of faculty and students from many diverse institutions, ensuring that the research they collectively pursue remains relevant and rigorous as they explore the bacteriophage population (12).
Figure 2
The SEA discovery sequence. SEA student researchers participate in a rich exploration of bacteriophages and their genomes. This research sequence, mapped here, is multifaceted and yields important student-generated research outputs (highlighted in **bold text**). Abbreviations: SEA, Science Education Alliance; SEA-GENES, SEA Gene-function Exploration by a Network of Emerging Scientists; SEA-PHAGES, SEA Phage Hunters Advancing Genomic and Evolutionary Science.

aquatic ecosystems (51). This phylum of high-GC gram-positive bacteria offers many strains of *Mycobacteria*, *Gordonia*, *Arthrobacter*, *Streptomycyes*, *Rhodococcus*, and *Microbacterium* species that are safe and simple to culture in the lab but related to bacteria with important medical or technological implications. Specific actinobacterial strains are vetted by the program as having appropriate phage isolation rates, yielding phages in at least ~10% of tested samples from multiple locations. Using a set of core methods such as serial dilution and plaque assays, students identify phages in diverse environmental samples and iteratively take them through multiple rounds of purification and amplification to generate a high-titer lysate for long-term storage in a centrally maintained archive at the University of Pittsburgh. Students name their phages (e.g., Et2Brutus, Corndog, and
Actinobacteriophage: a bacteriophage that infects a bacterial host in the phylum Actinobacteria

PineapplePizza) and do further characterization, including genomic DNA extraction, restriction enzyme digestion, and transmission electron microscopy.

**SEA-PHAGES Part II: Phage Genomics**

Between the first and second term, two genomes (typically) per course section are sequenced and assembled by SEA program scientists. In the second term, teams of students apply a range of bioinformatic methods to collaboratively annotate these complete genomes, typically identifying 50–200 putative genes, exploring their sequence relationships, and predicting the functions of the gene products. Due to the small size of many phage genes and the abundance of genes of unknown function, phage genomes present substantial challenges for genome annotation. Manually curated annotations are typically more accurate than automated annotations, and the annotation experience provides in-depth exposure of students to the core tenets of molecular biology. Trained SEA faculty experts and SEA program scientists team up to review student annotations before they are ultimately submitted to GenBank and deposited in two program databases, PhagesDB [https://phagesdb.org/](https://phagesdb.org/) and Phamerator [https://phamerator.org/](https://phamerator.org/). The SEA supports opportunities for faculty and students to coauthor and publish their phage genomic information, including as genome announcements in the peer-reviewed journal *Microbiology Resource Announcements*. 

**SEA-GENES Part III: Phage Genetics**

Since its advent in the fall of 2019, a subset of SEA schools (as of the autumn of 2023, 30 schools, ~20% of active SEA schools) implement the SEA-GENES project over one or two terms, extending research opportunities for mid-level undergraduate students as part of their curricula for genetics, microbiology, or molecular biology (25). The science of SEA-GENES is a natural expansion of the SEA-PHAGES project, going beyond in silico gene function predictions to begin experimentally characterizing the functions of the genes encoded by the actinobacteriophage population. Each school investigates a unique phage from the SEA archives capable of infecting the model host strain *Mycobacterium smegmatis mc²155*. Collectively, students employ molecular cloning techniques to insert each of the open-reading frames from that phage’s genome into a specially engineered expression vector; each student or student pair tackles ~5 different genes, collaboratively building an arrayed, genome-wide plasmid library that is archived with the program. The students then collaboratively deploy these libraries in systematic overexpression screens that employ accessible plate-based assays to identify phage-encoded products that affect growth and behavior of the mycobacterial host. SEA-GENES provides students and faculty with a growing set of extra genetic tools and support for further exploration of the sequence determinants and cellular targets of these gene products of interest. As in SEA-PHAGES, the SEA promotes dissemination of these student-led findings, with data deposited in a recently launched open-access database, GenesDB [https://genesdb.org/](https://genesdb.org/), and support for preprinting and publication of screening data sets as mutant screen reports in the Genetics Society of America journal *G3* (25, 54–56).

**Assessing the Effects of the SEA iREC on Student Learning**

Each module of the SEA research sequence satisfies all dimensions of an authentic URE (1) (Table 2). Students apply a common set of protocols iteratively, gaining mastery of key techniques such as DNA extraction, PCR, and BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) grounded in the context of real research questions. Faculty instructors and peers provide mentorship through the roadblocks and ambiguities of research and help cultivate student science identity and self-efficacy (12, 16). Student discovery and collaboration are integral to SEA research at multiple levels, with
### Table 2  Research attributes of the SEA iREC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defining feature of URE</th>
<th>SEA-PHAGES</th>
<th>SEA-GENES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engage students in research practices</td>
<td>Cohorts of students are mentored by instructors on data generation and analysis related to collective scientific aims.</td>
<td>Students construct gene libraries and systematically screen them to discover genes that influence bacterial growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim to generate novel information with an emphasis on discovery and innovation</td>
<td>Students discover, name, and characterize novel phages from local environments. Genomes are annotated and submitted to GenBank.</td>
<td>It generates large arrayed and pooled phage gene libraries and screens large numbers of phage genes to identify a subset that elicit specific host phenotypes for further characterization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on significant, relevant problems of interest to STEMM researchers</td>
<td>It creates an enormous archive of phages for further application mining and a rich data set for high-resolution genomics.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasize and expect collaboration and teamwork</td>
<td>Students collaborate to annotate a complete phage genome over the course of a semester. Students often adopt phages from each other if roadblocks are encountered.</td>
<td>Consecutive cohorts of students at each school collaborate in genomics library construction and genetic screens over multiple course implementations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involve iterative refinement of experimental design, experimental questions, or data obtained</td>
<td>Faculty mentor students in troubleshooting and optimizing experiments (e.g., generating a lysate with high enough titer for genomic DNA extraction and sequencing).</td>
<td>Faculty mentor students in optimizing PCR, cloning, and bacterial growth. Students perform multiple independent repeats of phenotypic assays to confirm screen candidates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow students to master specific research techniques</td>
<td>A set of technically simple techniques (e.g., serial dilution, plaque assay, BLAST) are applied in a variety of contexts to enable mastery.</td>
<td>Common cloning techniques are applied to construct phage gene plasmids for ~5 genes per student. Genes are screened in simple plate-based assays iteratively, with high likelihood for diverse outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help students engage in reflection about the problems being investigated and process</td>
<td>Students keep notebooks to record and reflect on their lab work. SEA faculty have collaboratively developed and employed innovative pedagogical resources to engage students in reflection and research skills such as reading primary literature. Student-generated data are reviewed by peers, faculty, and SEA expert scientists with opportunities for revision.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require communication of results</td>
<td>Students present posters at the national SEA Symposium where they can interact with peers, faculty, and SEA scientists. Many schools offering additional institutional or regional opportunities to present. All student data are submitted to public databases, and students coauthor brief publications on their findings.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adapted from the definition of an URE presented in the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine’s *Undergraduate Research Experiences for STEM Students: Successes, Challenges, and Opportunities* (1).  
Abbreviations: BLAST, Basic Local Alignment Search Tool; iREC, inclusive Research-Education Community; SEA, Science Education Alliance; SEA-GENES, SEA Gene-function Exploration by a Network of Emerging Scientists; SEA-PHAGES, SEA Phage Hunters Advancing Genomic and Evolutionary Science; STEMM, science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and medicine; URE, undergraduate research experience.

Individual students contributing reagents and data to collaboratively build a class-wide database and, together, a population-wide data set. When students that participated in the SEA-PHAGES project as part of their early biology curricula were administered pre- and postcourse surveys testing a range of biological concepts, SEA-PHAGES students showed performance gains comparable to a matched cohort of students taking traditional lab courses (11); this suggests that there is no learning loss when we abandon prescribed lab activities that survey a wide range of biological topics and instead focus on a single complex research topic. Results from assessments administered by the program each year show promising gains for student persistence in STEMM disciplines.
The PITS assessment survey measures five psychosocial variables—project ownership, self-efficacy, science identity, scientific community values, and networking—that are highly correlated with student intention to stay in science (49, 57). Students that participate in SEA-PHAGES show significant increases in these variables as compared to their matched peers in traditional labs. Although not all five variables increase evenly across all student groups surveyed, overall, positive gains are seen broadly, including for women, PEERs, and first-generation students at both two-year and four-year colleges (12, 15). A similar survey is currently being deployed for SEA-GENES students, and given the common network and similarities in research design between SEA-PHAGES and SEA-GENES, we predict similar positive student outcomes. Thus, the SEA offers large numbers of students a high-impact and inclusive research experience, integrating them into the research ecosystem early and positioning them to make important scientific contributions.

THE SEA AT THE LEADING EDGE OF PHAGE BIOLOGY
A Detailed View of Diverse Actinobacteriophages

Each year, the SEA produces a rich set of research outputs that, collectively and over time, meld the scale of metagenomics data sets with the granularity of complete characterization of isolated phages. In the autumn of 2023, the number of phages contained in the Actinobacteriophage Database, almost all of them contributed by SEA students, was more than 24,000, and more than 4,200 fully sequenced and annotated genomes have been submitted to GenBank (https://phagesdb.org/). SEA students and faculty have reported these findings to the community in almost 200 genome announcement publications, and SEA-generated data have resulted in at least 70 additional scientific manuscripts (https://seaphages.org/publications/). The SEA data set, very likely the largest and most detailed of its kind, has provided remarkable insight into the complexities of phage evolution (36).

The host range of the SEA phage collection spans at least 16 different genera of actinobacteria with very large numbers of phages capable of infecting common host strains such as M. smegmatis (>2,200 sequenced phages), Gordonia terrae (>500 sequenced phages), and Microbacterium foliorum (>500 sequenced phages). These phages vary in their morphologies, with siphoviruses, podoviruses, myoviruses, and tectiviruses, and phages with isometric or prolate capsids, all represented in the collection although in different distributions across hosts. For example, although phages infecting mycobacteria are the most deeply sampled in the data set, the vast majority are siphoviruses with long, flexible tails, with myoviruses constrained to a single clade and no podoviruses identified to date, likely reflecting evolutionary constraints imposed by the complex mycobacterial cell envelope (58).

The collection of student-isolated viruses continues to yield new advances in our understanding of phages. For example, high-resolution cryo–electron microscopy structures of diverse mycobacteriophages show that their capsids display novel variations of canonical protein folds and are decorated by a suite of accessory proteins (59, 60). Extensive glycosylation of capsid and tail structures, mediated by viral-encoded glycosyltransferases, has also been observed within this population, with evidence suggesting that this and possibly other surface modifications may play an important role in the ability of phages to infect bacteria and influence their interactions with the immune system of a mammalian host (61). Analyzing the profiles of host resistance to various phages has also enabled further probing of the cellular determinants of phage infection. Isolation of M. smegmatis strains resistant to infection by phage Fionnbharth revealed disruption of the gene coding for Lsr2 (62), a conserved nucleoid-associated protein involved in host genome organization (63); host Lsr2 was found to be broadly critical for genomic replication and productive...
infection by many mycobacteriophages. This study applied live-cell fluorescence microscopy to generate a detailed visualization of the spatiotemporal dynamics of mycobacteriophage infection, also revealing that phages preferentially target regions of new cell-wall synthesis on the mycobacterial surface (62). Additional progress has been made in narrowing down which components of the complex mycobacterial surface are critical for phage recognition and infection (64). A recent study found that isolated strains of *Mycobacterium abscessus* that are resistant to infection by phages Muddy and BPs have alterations in the pathway producing trehalose polyphleates, suggesting an important role for this class of surface-exposed lipids in phage adsorption and host susceptibility (65).

**The Remarkable Genomic Diversity of the Actinobacteriophage Population**

Genomic analyses reveal that the actinobacteriophage population encodes thousands of genes that can be sorted into nearly 30,000 groups of related products, or phamilies (phams), based on protein sequence similarity (53, 66). These phams are arranged in a highly mosaic fashion within actinobacteriophage genomes, with units of one or more genes found in different genomic contexts within distantly related genomes (36, 67–69). Using pairwise gene content comparisons (i.e., the proportion of phams shared between two phages), actinobacteriophages can be grouped in different clusters based on their genomic relationships (36, 70). As the number of sequenced phages has grown, the computational strategies used to sort these highly mosaic genomes into meaningful groupings have evolved to accommodate the ever-increasing complexity (70). Mycobacteriophages alone form 31 different clusters (A–Z, AA–AE), 12 of which can be further divided into subclusters (40, 70), whereas phages infecting *Microbiumber* or *Gordonia* spp. form 12 and 14 clusters, respectively (39, 41) (Figure 3). Cluster A, the largest cluster in the database, is defined by a mixture of more than 750 phages infecting *Gordonia* or *Mycobacterium* spp. At the other extreme are many phages that remain as singletons without significant gene content similarity to other phages.

Comparative analyses underscore the many different mechanisms that phages have evolved to carry out core viral functions. For instance, actinobacteriophage lysis cassettes are highly diverse, encoding various arrangements of holin and endolysin proteins with distinct enzymatic domains and cell-envelope targets (71, 72). Many actinobacteriophages are temperate, in some cases forming visibly turbid plaques and/or encoding genes like immunity repressor or integrases associated with lysogeny. However, several variations on the classical lambda model have been observed in this population. In some phages, the lysis-lysogeny decision is determined by site-specific integration of the phage genome, with integration leading to truncation of an ssrA-like proteolysis tag and subsequent production of a stabilized repressor protein (73), whereas some temperate Cluster A phages lack the integrase machinery altogether, instead encoding ParAB-like segregation systems and propagating as plasmids (74). Characterization of several mycobacteriophage-encoded systems for DNA partitioning and recombination has spawned useful genetic technologies, including an expanded arsenal of multi-copy plasmids, integrating vectors, and recombineering systems for further engineering of mycobacteria and their phages (74–77).

The vast majority of the phams encoded by this diverse population have no recognizable domains or sequence features and cannot be assigned function through bioinformatic means alone. Transcriptomic studies have revealed when and to what extent these genes are expressed over the course of the phage life cycle, identifying interesting patterns of gene expression (78–80). Notably, one analysis of *M. smegmatis* lysogens formed by Cluster N phages revealed expression of diverse sets of genes in addition to the immunity repressor genes, including some genes related to toxin-antitoxin or restriction modification systems (80); several of these expressed modules were shown to confer defense against lytic or temperate phages of varying relatedness to the prophage. Indeed,
Figure 3

Actinobacteriophage diversity. A network phylogeny comparing the actinobacteriophages discovered by the SEA was generated using SplitsTree (95). A representative phage from each cluster and subcluster and all singletons are shown as a circular node with relationships drawn based on shared gene content. Nodes are colored to illustrate whether a subcluster or singleton (pink) is currently being studied in the SEA-GENES project (blue or purple), has phages that have been applied in recent phage therapy cases (yellow) (92), or both (green). Those clusters that can be subdivided into four or more subclusters are highlighted with shapes colored to represent the host genera infected by those phages (i.e., Clusters A, AP, AU, AZ, B, BC, BD, BI, CR, CS, CU, CZ, DE, DN, EA, F, G, K, L, and P), and those clusters that have more than 100 phages assigned to them are outlined in black (i.e., Clusters A, B, BD, C, E, EA, EE, F, and K). Representative transmission electron microscopy images from several phages across this phylogeny also highlight the morphological diversity of this population. Abbreviations: SEA, Science Education Alliance; SEA-GENES, SEA Gene-function Exploration by a Network of Emerging Scientists; SEA-PHAGES, SEA Phage Hunters Advancing Genomic and Evolutionary Science.
this prophage-mediated defense appears to be a common phenomenon, with diverse phage defense and counter-defense systems found throughout actinobacteriophage and prophage genomes (80–83).

SEA-GENES and related screening efforts have made headway in identifying genes whose products affect host growth (54–56, 84, 85). In the autumn of 2023, 50 different mycobacteriophage genomes, representing 12 different clusters and encoding >5,000 total genes, are being screened in the SEA-GENES project, and first reports from these efforts have identified an abundance of phage-encoded growth inhibitors that vary in their size, sequence, and predicted function—intriguing candidates for uncovering novel phage-host interactions. For example, a genome-wide screen of Cluster K phage Waterfoul revealed that 32 out of 94 encoded genes were capable of inhibiting \textit{M. smegmatis} growth to some extent upon overexpression, including 6 genes that fully abolished host growth (56). Screening of a second Cluster K phage, Hammy, revealed an additional 24 growth inhibitors, 12 of which were conserved in phage Waterfoul (55). Thus, parallel screening in related genomes enables comparative analyses to determine the conservation, genomic arrangement, and sequence determinants of growth-inhibitory effects (54, 55).

**From the Classroom to the Clinic**

Although the main aim of the SEA is to understand phage diversity, evolution, and origins, the rich data sets, phage collections, and scientific foundation assembled over the past 15 years hold great promise for many genetic and clinical applications. Among these is the potential therapeutic use of phages to treat life-threatening \textit{Mycobacterium} infections. The most obvious target diseases are tuberculosis caused by \textit{Mycobacterium tuberculosis} infections and nontuberculous mycobacterium (NTM) infections caused by \textit{Mycobacterium abscessus}, \textit{Mycobacterium avium}, and a variety of other strains. In the first report of phage treatment of a human mycobacterial infection, a cocktail of three engineered phages was administered to a 15-year-old patient with cystic fibrosis and a disseminated, multidrug-resistant \textit{M. abscessus} infection, with significant improvement in clinical outcomes observed in the patient after several weeks (86). Because few phages (if any) had at that time been isolated using \textit{M. abscessus} as a host, the SEA collection of mycobacteriophages provided a critical resource. Although nearly all were isolated on related host \textit{M. smegmatis}, extensive screening identified three with therapeutic potential, all of which had been identified by students in integrated research-education programs (86). Two of these phages are temperate and therefore had to be engineered to be obligatorily lytic to ensure potent antimicrobial activity; this was facilitated by the extensive understanding of mycobacteriophage life cycles (73, 87–89) and prior development of tools for efficient phage genome engineering made possible by student discoveries (75, 76).

Additional examples of the use of phages for NTM therapies provide further encouragement (45, 86, 90–92). Out of 20 recent compassionate use cases for patients with drug-resistant nontuberculous mycobacterial infections, administration of single phages or phage cocktails yielded favorable microbiological and clinical outcomes for 11 patients with no resistance to the phages observed in any of the cases (92). Challenges remain, including our incomplete understanding of the complex interactions between phages, bacteria, and the mammalian immune system, and the fundamental tool set and knowledge generated in the SEA will be pivotal in addressing them. Already, the annotation principles honed by the SEA-PHAGES project are being applied to discover, annotate, and analyze the prophage-ome of \textit{M. abscessus}, unlocking new information about the infective landscape of clinically important strains (64, 83, 93, 94).

Although only a small proportion of phages in the SEA collection have been deployed therapeutically to date, all of the phages have contributed important biological context and insights. As
phages are further adapted for clinical use, naturally occurring viruses may serve mostly as intermediates in the development of totally synthetic phage-like nanomachines engineered for optimal antimicrobial activity and lacking genes that may interfere with effective therapeutic use. The collective knowledge of phage diversity and gene function generated by the SEA will continue to be important for achieving this goal.

CONCLUDING REMARKS: TRANSFORMING THE INTERFACE OF SCIENCE AND SCIENCE EDUCATION

Within the scientific ecosystem, research and education often exist in separated silos, thereby limiting opportunities to participate in research to a small number of selected students at a small number of selective institutions. The SEA iREC models the symbiosis that is possible when research and science education are integrated in an equity-centered manner. Equipping faculty at diverse institutions with the framework, support, and training to implement an in-depth investigation of phage diversity with their students is an effective model for scaling access to impactful research experiences and promoting greater inclusion within STEMM. The SEA also illustrates an especially productive strategy for doing science: employing course-based research to mobilize large numbers of faculty and students as active participants in the research community produces a large and detailed data set that is greatly enriched by the connectivity of a diverse human network. In the SEA, contributions by early undergraduate scientists have led to important scientific insights, transforming our fundamental understanding of the genetic diversity of the phage population, giving rise to life-saving therapeutics, and connecting them to the broader scientific enterprise. This scientific arc is the lifeblood of the SEA, with these evolving questions driving student excitement and engagement and enhancing their educational experience. The clinical use of phages in recent years to treat patients adds yet another dimension to student motivation. There are undoubtedly other scientific problems out there that would benefit from a similar iREC strategy, scaling data collection while simultaneously investing in a more diverse and better-prepared STEMM workforce for tomorrow.
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